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Crafts
 X Colour in bookmarks

Use the template to print off, colour and glue the bookmarks.

 X Finger puppet story

Use the template to make Bible character paper finger puppets then use to tell an Open the Book Story 
and/or ask the children to tell the story from memory using the puppets.

Games
 X Bible characters

Match the pair

Using Bible character cards turned upside down and mixed around – take it in turns to turn over two 
cards at a time – each matching pair is kept and the winner has the most pairs at the end.

Where in the Bible?

Using the sheets and cut out characters match the people to the books of the Bible. See if the children 
can remember the book when they identify the character.

Books in the Bible Bingo

Print out all the sheets to make Bingo cards and covers or use the Bible characters as covers. Cut out the 
grey cards into separate book names. Shuffle them up and turn over into a pile. The caller turns over one 
at a time to reveal the Bible books randomly and calls out the book name. The first one to call ‘Bingo’ after 
covering all their books is the winner.

 X Paper plate play

Using heart shapes

Cut or draw a large heart onto a paper plate, one for each child and then ask the children to choose a 
short verse to write on the plate. Or for younger children you could select a verse from the suggestions 
below.

Picture plate

Ask the children to decorate the plate with pictures that represent what this verse is saying to them.

Memory verse

Write out some simple verses with one word on each paper plate then repeat the verse several times. 
Then tell the children to look away and turn a plate over and ask the children to say what is missing.



If you have a Bible Society calendar, the children could choose this month’s verse or one of the  
following:

1. Trust in the Lord with all your heart. Proverbs 3.5

2. Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find. Matthew 7.7

3. The harvest is plentiful but the labourers are few. Matthew 9.37

4. Oh taste and see that the Lord is good. Psalm 34.8

5. ‘For I know the plans I have for you’ declares the Lord. Jeremiah 29.11

‘Guess the Story’ Prop Bag
Put a few objects relating to a Bible character in a non-transparent bag e.g. toy animals, rainbow, ark 
(Noah) etc. Pull out the prop and award points for each correct guess, 5 points for guessing the story on 
the first object, etc.

If you have a Lion Storyteller Bible you could read one of the stories, use the yellow pages at the back and 
involve the children. Or use different props or pictures to guess different stories:

 X Creation – a packet of seeds, birds, fish, animals, picture of the sun

 X Adam and Eve – a picture of a tree or knitted tree/toy tree, picture of plants, different fruit, a toy 
snake, a girl doll

 X Noah’s Ark – a pair of soft animals, a rainbow, a toy ark

 X Abraham – grains of sand in a plastic bag, twinkling stars, sheep, camels, baby doll

 X Joseph – a coloured coat/piece of fabric, bag of money, cows, stars, a silver cup or a plastic cup  
covered in foil

 X Moses in the bulrushes - a bulrush, blue fabric for water, a basket, a princess crown, a baby doll
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